2010 prius trailer hitch

Toyota has been developing their line of Prius automobiles since , starting with their Gen 1 X10
model initially released in Japan. Today we will walk you through selecting the best Class 1
trailer hitch for Toyota Prius for your year and model. Who knew that shopping for a Toyota
Prius trailer hitch could be so easy? Made for the standard Prius , the CURT is a well-designed
trailer hitch that offers you a bunch of power with ease of installation. Thankfully there are
plenty of how-to videos on the internet, including a very informative one on ETrailer, that will aid
you along the way. This hitch, like all Class 1 hitches, has a towing capacity of near 2, lbs. If you
want to do some hauling with your â€” Prius C, you will need one of these hitches. You can
have this hitch installed and ready to tow roughly 1, lbs in under an hour. The installation
process for this hitch rests in a simple process of moving 6 bolts around. If you are driving a
â€” Toyota Prius C, this is the only hitch you will want to bother looking at. This hitch is an
improved version of the , and it works for all of the newest Toyota Prius C models. This is a
heavy-duty hitch that can handle around 2, lbs. This hitch also comes with a handy ball mount
that allows for easy installation as you are going to get. Last but not least, the best hitch for the
â€” Prius Prime. This hitch pretty much handles anything that you could ask for. The Prius
Prime is a class 1 rated vehicle that can handle around 2, lbs of hauling weight. The CURT is
rated at that capacity, and it has been made to deal with the stress accordingly. CURT continues
its history of craftsmanship with another fine, easy to install, and sleek looking trailer hitch.
Toggle navigation Hitch Review. Privacy Policy Contact Us. Toggle navigation Menu. CURT I
just checked Trailer hitch, hitches and bike rack and they do not have a hitch yet for the I didn't
think they would. I wonder how long it will take a manufacturer to make one for the With the
summer here I want to be able to enjoy my Prius and my bike. Coastal Tech was one of the first
to make the hitches for the Gen 1 and Gen2. Let's see if they do it again for the Note - most of us
use the hitches for hitch mounted carriers, not for towing. FireEngineer Active Member. Going
to be a bit more difficult with all the underbody panels at the rear. Kailana New Member. Has
anyone ever used it for those hitch carriers? I am a first time Prius owner, will be here this
Thursday, and want it for not only bikes, but a carrrier. RoyalBlue New Member. Thule has made
what appears to be an excellent solution for European cyclists, the Thule Euroclick.
Unfortunately, Thule sent email to me indicating that it will not be available in the US because of
different trailer hitch design. Here's the Youtube. RichPasco Richard C. Pasco, Ph. Don't know
why this was brought up from the dead. But, there are 1. Thanks for the info though RichPasco,
I am sure somebody can use it. I take it from these comments that my hitch from my is not
going to fit my ? I drove my all over the country towing a small trailer with no harm. Had Toyota
check all fluids after and they told me that there was no need to change any. I had already
changed the motor oil. The weight was over lbs but only by lbs. Gas mileage was 38mpg for
over a 13, mile trip up and down mountains, you name it. SmellyTofu Average punter. I'm having
troubles finding anyone in the US to ship a towbar to Australia. Seems no one cares about a
sale. Anyone here willing to help?? Not in Japan. Checked Yahoo auctions and Japanese in
general don't tow anyway. Can't help with shipping, but I just installed the Curt 1. The only
problem I had was my wrench extension wasn't long enough, so I had to improvise. You'll need
a ratchet, a 6" extension at least , and 17mm and 19mm sockets. It's a little clumsy, but with just
a bit of patience, it's not too bad. Be sure to wait for the muffler to cool down, though. Four
bolts out, position the hitch, four bolts in and you're done. Lining them up is a bit of a pain, but
doable. The hitch is high quality and fits perfectly. Although I am still quite weary of putting
anything heavy up there with the solar panels up there. I have bikes I want to carry and ride
weekly and my wife and I don't have the lightest of all bikes once fully loaded with accessories.
Mine is probably 13kg, her's I am targetting haven't bought yet at around 11kg. You must log in
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Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Yesterday I spoke with a guy, after seeing his trailer
hitch on his prius, he uses it only to carry his two bikes. It was a Hidden Hitch, he said he
installed it without any problems. I know the car is not rated for any towing but does anyone
have any bad experiences with this hitch or others. I will be using it for long distance carring of
my two bikes. It weighs 26 pounds so it's not too massive to effect MPG. Lance Junior Member.
MikeDee Senior Member. FriarNurgle Member. There are a few posts about hitches and their
uses, just search for them. I'm seriously considering getting a hitch to carry up to 4 bikes but
am concerned. Currently have a Saris Bones for three bikes. Used it on my previous car, an '07
Corolla S. The fit on the Prius isn't awesome and I worry about messing up the paint or the
plastic wing thing on the tailgate. Sfcyclist Senior Member. I got the Curt and had no issues. The
issues you will run into is more so on the rack more than hitch as that is what secures the

bikes. If concerns are about the mount points. Clearly this can handles the weight of bikes or
the lbs tongue weight these class II hitches are rated. Gross of my loads, including hitch hasn't
even been half that though. I bought and installed a CURT hitch as well. And the trailer light kit
from Amazon. It was Very easy to install took like 20 minutes all by myself. Only 4 bolts to
remove. This is a Very solid hitch. The trailer light kit was easy to install as well very simple. If
you have any questions just ask. I think I paid Shipping was free for and the light kit was I use it
for bikes and a small trailer for a kayak. I have a Curt hitch and a heavy but solid Allen 3-bike
rack. I've carried 2 bikes from LA to San Diego and back no wobbles no issues. I've even carried
3 bikes before with 3 adults and no issues besides mpg dipping to low 40s. FriarNurgle likes
this. Has anyone noticed that just the trailer hitch by itself causes a decrease in gas mileage? I
don't seem to be getting as good mileage, maybe on the order of 1or 2 mpg. I could be wrong
though. Galaxy Nexus? I havent noticed any drop at all with in on, when you pull or attach
something then yes, but just the hitch nope. I don't see how that could due to location of the
hitch. Possibly less than 1mph if at all but I just don't see it based on location. The hitch mount
bike carrier is the most secure and least impact to mpg out there. The only other way is inside
the car IF that's an option. I never really tracked mpg with the bikes back there. But I sometimes
ride for weeks with the rack bolted on. I never notice any mpg difference TBH. David Beale
Senior Member. I suspect the reason the owners manual says to not put a hitch on is crash
energy absorption. The hitch will mess up the design of the "crush area". The hitch, if poorly
designed, -could- cause serious problems in a crash. Such as puncturing the fuel tank as it is
driven forward. I'm not sure if the hitch manufacturers have to or do any design analysis. That
and the fact you never know what the "unwashed public" will do with it once a hitch is there. I
have visions of a 40 ft travel trailer behind a Prius! Jhay-R Junior Member. I'm also looking for a
good hitch. Which do you all recommend? Can you guys post pictures. Each worked flawlessly
on many long vacation trips with 3 bikes on back. There was never any concern about stability
or spoiler contact. That being said, I just bought a 4-bike hitch-rack on Friday, to go with the
hitch I ordered on Thursday. Having that larger capacity with the ability to lock was a nice
upgrade. Back with my Classic Prius, I had a hitch rack. It was convenient, but the rack itself
was quite primitive compared to what's available nowadays if willing to pay This is the rack I got
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ultimate pop-up trailer, this portable cabin sleeps six and is light enough to tow with a class 1
hitch. Portable campers have seen a major resurgence in recent years. More than just a camper,
this bad boy quickly transforms into a roomy square-foot cabin. Packed down, it stands just
under 7 feet tall and 4 feet wide. This makes for easy towing and even easier storage. Once at
your camp spot, the trailer expands into a nearly square-foot cabin. The 12 x 8-foot space offers
standing room for six adults. Weighing in at just under 1, pounds, it can be towed by most any
four-cylinder vehicle with a class 1 hitch â€” even a Prius or Mini Cooper! This might seem like
a novelty, but just imagine the location possibilities this opens up. Now you can take your cabin
off the beaten path and go where no one else can. In fact, you can even attach skis to the
wheels and haul it across the ice. We like the sound of that. The interior offers a bed that can
sleep two and a set of bunk beds. And the low-power-draw refrigerator comes mounted on a
heavy-duty drawer that is accessible from the inside or outside. Easily load it up or grab a cold
one without entering the cabin. But this is a great option for anyone looking for a portable
hunting base camp, the ultimate ice fishing hut, or a family-friendly cabin. And best of all, it
packs down small for easy storage and car-friendly towing. Read moreâ€¦. The game call brand
adds depth and corporate muscle with MeatEater's wide range of hunting and cooking
products. The Portable Cabin Packed down, it stands just under 7 feet tall and 4 feet wide. Top
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soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Topline Autopart Class 1 I Black 1. Only 10 left in stock - order
soon. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 4 left in stock more on
the way. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the
help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right

now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
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Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities.
Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system
rating, compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch
system rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating
can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top
of the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label
on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. We guarantee replacement including labor costs of the hitch
for any reason, with no limitation for any damage, including collision, corrosion, accidental
overload, jackknifing and theft of vehicle. Protect your purchase. We guarantee repair or
replacement including parts and labor of the covered wiring. Including: collision, corrosion,
accidental handling or damage â€” even if your dog chews it off! The part you've selected
requires no professional installation. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving
expert. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service.
Your opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your
recent experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to
complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your
home, you may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store
pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch
on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make
Choose Model Choose Features Choose Front Wheel Drive. Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose
Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow
weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find
your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating
The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that
goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install
at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Ball mount.
Ball mount type. Hitch ball. Hitch ball type. Pin and clip. Wiring service plan Protect your
purchase. Ship to my door. Pick up nearby. Add to Cart. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. I
have a 2" bike rack, and would like to do other light weight tows. No flames please - I know the
specs, uses and implications Just looking for a 2" hitch Joined: Jul 8, 1, 46 0 Location: Sunny S.
Florida Vehicle: Prius. None that I know of having worked at a hitch store. May be able to find an
adapter tho. The only 2-inch hitch for the Prius was made by Coastal Tech. They currently have
the 2-inch hitch available for the 1st-generation and 2nd-generation Prii. There has been rumors
they will be coming out with a 2-inch hitch for the 3rd-generation Prius but I haven't seen
anything about it in the past few months. Keep in mind however that the Coastal hitches have
not had a good reliability record with various owners here on Priuschat, many of whom had the
hitch fail. Some had to modify the hitch to make it stronger. So caveat emptor, when they do
come out with a 3rd-gen 2-inch hitch. Sounds like a great plan, wbut who has the time? I agree,
I'll wait for 2". Has anyone played in this ballpark before??? JATiii Druid. Re: Coastal Tech's
response to 2" reciever. Montex Junior Member. Custom made to fit the Prius, this hitch a has 2
inch square receiver-style opening to accept various ball mount heights. This trailer hitch
includes all required mounting hardware. Simple "no drill" design makes installation quick and
easy. All trailer hitches are powder coated for lasting durability. See the item at
suspensionconnection dot com. I like the class III hitch with 2" receiver - more heavy duty I
know what Santa's bringing me this year. Silver New Member. Reference: mgb4tim reply. Site
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let me quote for some reason. Is this a complete trailer hitch? What does receiver mean? I
would assume all you would need is a 2" ball? Isn't a classs 3 more than a Prius is suppose to
carry? FYI, Prius has zero lbs towing capability. Here's a good spot for getting real life Prius
towing advise Bike Trailers. Lightweight trailer for kayaks, bikes, canoes, cargo, camping gear,
boats, storage boxes. Manufacturer and dealer. USA Made trailers for your vehicle. Eco-friendly
trailers for fuel efficiency. I don't think anyone makes a 2" receiver hitch for the Prius. You must
log in or sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Similar Threads - trailer hitch available.
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